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The current evolution of media is surprising. IMedia are conceived to be
available everywhere, and yet their way of working and ultimately their
identities depend on where they are located. This is true for traditional
media: their survival is tied to migration. Cinema exits the movie theater
and reaches domestic and individual contexts; newspaper travels from
sheets to electronic pages; videogames quit arcades and consoles and
turn up in the palms of our hands. This is even truer for more recent
media: their performances regard space. Surveillance cameras provide
protection from the outside; hand held devices can create an existential

bubble in which users can find an intimacy and refuge even in public
spaces; Global Positioning Systems (GPS) parse territories; pixelated
media-facades envelop and enmesh entire buildings. Both established
and emerging media increasingly! work through, within, and on the
territory. As a consequence, space is no longer a neutral container in
which media can simply take place or come to pass; it responds to the
presence of media, aligning their actions with its assets and in turn
readjusting its internal configuration to the media's affordances. Space
grounds media, and media reshape space. We can even expand the
picture. When the convergence of media and space reaches a certain
degree, it elicits a mutual transformation. Indeed, if understood
as components of physical and social landscapes, media display a
distinctive and decisive set of qualities: more than tools for recording,
storing, and transmitting information, they appear as resources for
negotiating with reality and with others within a particular situation.
Media ultimately become tools for a situated mediation. Conversely,
space appears not just as the place where information circulates and
becomes available, but as the environment where a situation comes
into being and consequently where a negotiation becomes necessary.
This allows a space to acquire in itself a certain quality of mediation:
space mediates—it becomes a medium. Rooted in space, media
reveal their decisive nature. Pervaded by media, space becomes the
bedrock of mediation. The idea of a mediascape provides a conceptual grid able to explain these processes and their contextual and
conjunctural implications.
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I. Space as Construct
Let's start from the beginning. We perceive the space around us as something that is given and natural. Even strikingly artificial environments—for
example, the urban context in which at this moment I am located—
tend to withdraw from consciousness and appear as entities which are
just "there."1 And yet it suffices to be affected by some disturbance—for
example, by some phobia, like agoraphobia or claustrophobia2—to realize
that space is a construct, something that we delineate.
There are at least four processes by which we arrange space: through
perceptual schemata, through physical manipulations, through techniques
of the body, and through discourses and narratives in the imagination.
The cultural techniques3 developed at each of these levels—techniques
of observation, techniques of foundation or maintenance of a locality,
urban planning, mapping or rendering, Utopian imaginations, strolling—
transform place into space,4 or a surrounding into an environment.5
A territory defined by the simple coexistence of elements becomes the
theater of our action.
According to Michel de Certeau, this transformation recalls the process
of enunciation by which a speaker takes possession of the possibilities of
1 On withdrawing from consciousness, see Martin Heidegger, Being and Time
(New York: Harper, 1962).
2 Anthony Vidler, Agoraphobia: Psychopatfaologies of Urban Space," in
Warped Space: Art, Architecture, andAnxiety in Modem Culture (Cambridge, MA: MFT Press, 2000), 24-49.
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a language and creates her own discourse, thereby inscribing herself into
the utterance as its ideal source—as "I."6 The parallel is revealing. Indeed,
in the construction of a space, we deal with a twofold movement: on the
one hand I manipulate a place, to transform it into "my own" space; on
the other hand the space affects me and makes me one of its components.
The former is a process of appropriation (a place becomes "my" space);
the latter is a process of inclusion (I become a component of the space).
This is what happens in the process of enunciation, where an utterance

is at the same time an appropriation of the linguistic possibilities and an
inclusion of the subject in her discourse.7
At this point three qualifying remarks are in order. First, a place can host
several subjects Chuman and nonhuman), all internally differentiated
in a rich typology. Each of them will shape its own space. That means
that a surrounding can generate many possible environments. They will
coexist, each of them being unique for the subject that shapes it, or will
overlap, if a subject switches from one world to another. All spaces are

in principle multilayered and multifaceted.8
Second, the construction of space does not by necessity require direct (or
unmediated) human agency. It can be the effect of an intentional human
action, but also the outcome of the arrangement of a set of physical and
anthropological presences. The parallel with enunciation is again useful:
an utterance can be considered as the product of someone's activity, but
also as an output of the internal mechanism of a language. In this sense,
the space can be seen as a product in itself. What matters is the process, the
cultural techniques that carry out an act of appropriation and inclusion.
3 See Bernhard Siegert, Cultural Techniques: Grids, Filters, Doors, and Other
Articulations of the Real (New York: Fordham University Press, 2015).
4 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1984), in particular Part 3, Spatial Practices."
5 Jacob van Jakob van Uexkiill, A Foray into the Worlds of Animals and
Humans (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2010).
6 De Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 97ff.
7 On the process of enunciation, see Emile Benveniste, Problems in General
Linguistics (Coral Gables, PL: University of Miami Press, 1971).
8 This issue is largely underlined by van UexkuU, A Foray into the Worlds of
Animak and Humans.
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Third, once established, a space or environment appears as something
that is taken for granted, or that has a natural existence, unless an unsettling or disclosing practice comes to the fore. There is a sort of permanent
loop between naturalization and artificiality.

II. The Role of Media
If space is a construct, we can expect media to be a relevant component
of this construction. Indeed, there are many ways in which media operate
as active agents in the transformation of a place into a space, or of a
surrounding into an environment. The most common action is tied with
the process of representation. Space always comes through images, either

mental or physical, and maps fulfill better than anything else such
a function. Maps include not only the cartographic representation of a
Zterritory, but any kind of discourse able to delineate a space. As James
W. Carey remarked, a territory can be mapped "by producing a poetic or
musical description," as well as through a "danced ritual." Every
medium can offer a spatial representation. What matters is the fact
that a map is capable of ... transforming undifferentiated space into
configured—that is, known, apprehended, understood—space."9 The map
establishes territory's arrangement, and in doing so not only it provides
a means of orientation, but moreover it helps the territory to become
what it is. In this sense a map is the territory.10
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The role of media is often performed by elements that belong to a
territory. A river, a rift, or a peak can mark a space and show up its
configuration: they work like lines and points on a map. As for a map,

they equally can act as means for orientation: they identify possibilities
and interdictions, right routes and no-man's-lands, and consequently
they predict possible behaviors. In this sense there is no substantial
difference between natural elements—"elemental media," to quote the
felicitous term coined by John Durham Peters11—and technical devices,
i.e. media in a more traditional sense: both parse a territory and provide
guidelines for an action; both push a space to become itself.
Media go beyond the fact of providing a representation or an orientation:
they can directly interfere with the territory. In connecting people, they

break down distances; in distributing information, they create privileged
or deprived zones; in keeping records, they add or subtract values; in alloeating technological features, they change the landscape. Their physical
presence within the space can perform a range of functions. Sometimes
media are components that identify an environment: it is the case of a
screen that makes a room to appear as a theater, be it a movie theater or
a home theater. Sometimes they are additions that enhance an environment: loudspeakers and monitors in a train station reinforce the idea
of a point of transit. Sometimes they build a totally new territory, as a
virtual reality or mixed reality do.
Whether we consider media as tools aimed at representing a territory
and at orienting passage through it, or as active presences able to
identify, enhance, and recreate a territory, spatial constitution is always
media-driven, or at least media-related. It is no surprise that today, as
the media expand their extent and scope, their interrelations with space
become more and more evident. Such an intersection elicits integrated
9 James W. Carey, "A Cultural Approach to Communication," in Communicaft'on as Culture: Essays on Media and Society (New York: Roufledge,
1992), 21-22.

10 Bernhard Siegert, "The Map Is the Territory," Radical Philosophy 169
(September-October 2011); 13-16.
il John Durham Peters, The Maruelous Cloud: Toward a Philosophy of
Elemental Media (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015).
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milieus: a television set or a surveillance system are not just supplements
to a domestic space, they are fixtures of what we now consider home;
a screen in a square or a control camera are not just a surplus, they are
essential elements of acontemporary urban landscape; cables or hotspots
are not an improper addition to a natural environment, they are what
makes an environment more livable.12
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III. Mediascapes
When a medium is intimately integrated into a space, or when it constitutes a prominent presence within it, we may consider this space to be a
mediascape. I borrow the term from Arjun Appadurai, who intended it
as a concentration of tools for communication and expression in a world
dominated by flows.13 More properly, I want to consider a mediascape
as an environment that promotes or facilitates mediation between indi-

viduals and reality, thanks to technological artifacts placed in it. In this
perspective, media are far more than simple presences in a space: they
are components that innervate the territory.
Walter Benjamin, to whom we owe the idea of "inneryation," speaks of
it in a threefold sense.14 To innervate means to provide an individual
or collective body with new organs that were previously external to it.15

t
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j Media are those organs. As Marshall McLuhan has already suggested,16
I media work as the "nervous system" that keeps the different points of a
I territory connected and makes the circulation of information possible.
In this respect, they appear first and foremost as infrastructure that
implements and underpins an environment.17
I To innervate also means to create a new sensibility. The improvement of
a sensory system implies a refinement or an update in the way things and
I events are perceived.18 Media are such a sensory system, and when they
j sustain a territory, the territory can display new kinds of responsiveness.
Some infrastructures make a space move feverish, as others allow it to
I,

12 On television sets at home and outside, see Lynn Spigel, Make Room for
TV: Television and the Family Ideal in Postwar America (Chicago; UniverI sity of Chicago Press, 1992); and Anna Mccarthy, Ambient Television: VisuaZ Culture and Public Space (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2001).
On screens in public spaces, see Scott McQuire and Meredith Martin, eds.,
j The Urban Screens Reader (Amsterdam: Institute of Network Cultures,
2009). On the new geography of a networked society, see the pioneering
research ofManuel Castells, The Internet Galaxy: Reflections on the InterI net, Business, and Society (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001).
13 See ArjunAppadurai, Modernity atLarge: Cultural Dimensions ofGlobalization (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996).
14 On innervatioa, see Walter Benjamin, One-Way Street, in Selected Writings, vol. l (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
1996); "Surrealism: The Last Snapshot of the European InteUigentsia,"
in Selected Writings, vol. 2; and "The Work of Art in the Age of Its Tech-

nological Reproducibility," in Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological
Reproducibility, and Other Writings on Media, ed. Michael W. Jennings,
Brigid Doherty, and Thomas Y. Levm (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 2008), 19-55.
15 "Revolutions are the innervation of the collective—or, more precisely, efforts at innervation on the part of the new, historically unique collective,
which has its organs in the new technology." Benjamin, "The Work of Art in
the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility," 45, n. 11.
16 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extension of Man (New
York; McGraw-HiU, 1964).
17 For media as infrastructure, see Usa Parks and Nicole Starosielsld, eds., Sig-

nal Traffic: Critical Studies of Media Infrastructures (Champaign: University
ofUlinois Press, 2015).
18 "In technology aphysis is being organized through which manldnd's contact
with the cosmos takes a new and different form from that which it had in
nations [Voftern] and families." Benjamin, One-Way Street, 487.
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be more reflexive or even more indifferent. There are diverse styles of
feeling: they regulate the intensity and the tone of mediation.19
Finally, innervation requires a mutual adaptation. Something penetrates
a body, changing the latter's performance; in turn the body, in incorporating something, gives what is incorporated a ground in which to settle
down and develop its action.20 In the media the physical and anthropic
territory finds the backbone that sustains the whole, and in exchange it
locates the media, assigning to them their range, their jurisdiction, their
sphere of activity, and their proximities. Consequently, the infrastructure
that underpins the territory takes the place of the territory, and at the
same time displays its affordances.
A highway is a good example of contemporary mediascape. It is deeply
innervatedby a set of infrastructures: the traditional traffic signals are now
integrated by a permanent wireless connection that makes it possible to
get information about the traffic, listen to the radio, have phone conversations, and so on. Outside the car, surveillance cameras help to keep
the traffic under control and allow a central station to make decisions
if necessary. Inside the car, the GPS regulates speed and route and, at
the same time, provides warnings about possible obstacles on the road.
The GPS data are collected and added to other drivers' data to create an
overall picture of the situation. The driver's sensibility, so different from
the past, implies a reckoning with an expanded array of cues—not only
visual, but multisensorial. The transference of bodies overlaps with the
conveyance of information; transportation and communication become
synonymous again.

19 McLuhan's distinction between "hot" and "cool" media was an attempt in
this direction. For a reconsideration of this distinction, see Francesco Casetti and Antonio Somaini, "The Conflict between High Definition and Low
Definition in Contemporary Cinema," Convergence 19, no. 4 (November
2013): 415-22.
20 Benjamin spealo ofinterpenetration (One-Way Street) and of interplay ("The
Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility"),
21 ~ On the interplay of a set of elements as a process underpinning a territory,
or a zone, see Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft; The Power of Infrastructure Space (New York: Versa, 2014).
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W. Configuration, Assemblage, Disposition
A mediascape is characterized by a deep interplay among communicative technologies, human practices, and physical milieu.21 Such
interplay has a twofold property: it retroacts over the parts, defining or
redefining their functions—a technology, a practice, a milieu are what
they are because of their mutual interrelation—and its actions condition the whole setup, defining its structure—a technology, a practice,
a milieu become part of a comprehensive design. This twofold action
allows us to say that a mediascape is never characterized by the simple
presence of a single medium or a single use, but by its configuration—
the overall outline that holds together infrastructures, human traces,
cultural technics, and physical fixtures in a unique conglomeration
and at the same time circumscribes the property of each component.22
Two caveats are necessary. First, the mutual relationships between
elements are strong, but not constrictive. If it is true that a configuration affects the whole, as well as the parts, it is also true that there
is not necessarily a strict determination. What matters is the convergence of parts toward a being-together of some sort, more than a perfect
synchrony. We can consider a mediascape as an assemblage oftechnologies, environmental affordances, social practices, and so on, instead of
an apparatus—that is, a compact machine.23 Taking into account such a
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"loose determinism" helps capture how often mediascapes are not planned
realities, but the result of a bottom-up process. For example, the domestic
space has progressively become a mediascape, thanks to the progressive
and often accidental integrations of devices and functions.
Second, the overall outline is not just an allocation of components; it
provides an orientation of the whole. In other words, what matters in a
configuration is its disposition. The idea of disposition has been recently
invoked by Keller Easterling, who sees in it the propensity of an infrastructure to work in a certain way and to develop its potential.24 Yet the concept
has a long history. The word disposition has two parallel meanings. As the
Latin translation of the Greek ton's, the term was a component of ancient
rhetoric: precisely, the set of operations aimed at organizing the great
parts of a discourse and orienting it toward its ending.25 As the Latin
translation of the Greek oikonomia, it referred to the way God arranges
things in order to reach His purposes—the redemption of mankind—and
consequently the way humans use resources to accomplish their goals.26
What we have is an oriented set of sentences or an oriented course of
action. A mediascape is deeply marked by orientation. The parts, while
assembling together, take a direction that expresses and adapts to either
the fulfillment of a vocation or a response to a current or future need.27
At the same time, the reference to discourse and action is equally crucial:
a mediascape always finds a way to express its orientation through stories

that reckon with its past and future; and it always implies different forms
of economy—not only financial investments, but a certain way of negotiating with scopes, desires, and affects—that orient it.
These two aspects—assemblage and disposition—explain how a configuration can have internal points of friction or dissipation, how it can coexist
22 On configuration and reconfiguration provided by media, see Pietro Montani, L immaginazione intermediale: Perlustrare, rifigurare, testimoniare
il mondo visibile (Rome: Laterza, 2010); and Tecnologie della sensibilita:
Estetica e immaginazione interattiva (Milan: R. Cortina, 2014).
23 On assemblage as opposed to apparatus—and as a more correct translation
of the Foucauldian and Deleuzian idea of dispositif—see Francesco Casetd,
The Lumietre Galaxy: Seven Key Words for the Cinema to Come (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2015), 74-92.
24 Easterling, Extrastatecraft, 71-94.
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with other manners of arranging the same surrounding, and, finally,
how it can be contingent. Yet once established, the configuration of a
mediascape permeates its single components and the whole so effectively
that it is able to reinvest some components with new functions and even
to assign to them the status of medium. If it is the presence of media that
firstly identifies an environment as a mediascape, it is a mediascape that
ultimately defines what works as media within its perimeter. This is true
for elemental media—a star or a fire becomes means of orientation or
traces of a passage on the ground because the situation requires signs
and points of reference. This is equally true for modern mediascapes;
once identified as a mediascape and not simply as a crossroad, Times
Square redefines many fixtures as components of a space of vision, such
as steps on the roof of a ticket booth that become seats for spectators.
It is against this backdrop that we can detect the emergence of a territory
characterized by a concentration of practices aimed at recording data,
b'ansferring information, facilitating expression, distributing knowledge,
connecting people, making texts workable, and so on. Through these
practices, what comes to the fore is a process of mediation with—a special
relationship that in some circumstances must be highlighted, intensified,
tested, and maintained. A mediascape is precisely a site of mediation—
a space where processes that usually underpin our everyday existence
find a specialized mode of functioning.
What distinguishes a mediascape from other environments is this concen-

tration at the level of assemblage and this specialization at the level of
disposition. The examples that first come to mind are religious spaces
(churches, temples, mosques). Here a mediation (maybe the mediation)
that could occur anywhere is performed in a dedicated site that enhances
typical characters of a relationship with divinity, such as an overlapping
of closeness and distance, exposure and intimacy, immanence andtranscendence, and communality and individuality. With a touch of irony, we

can say that a localized meditation (with a "t") lets a mediation (without
a "t") express itself in its purest and most radical form.
These observations invite us to consider a mediascape as a medium
in itself. More than single devices, it is the environment that provides
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mediation. Even the bubble that we build around ourselves while watching
a movie on a tablet or calling a friend on a smartphone provides a sense
of intimacy that neither the tablet nor the smartphone possess as such,
but that the situation requires. ]VIedia today are either mediascapes or
they are mere technical gadgets.

25 For a reconstruction of the ancient rhetoric that underlines the central role
of dispositio, see Roland Barthes, "L'ancienne rhetorique: Aide-m&noire,"
Communications 16 (1970); 172-222, in particular 213-17.
26 Tracing the birth of the concept of oifconomia in Byzantine thought,
Marie-Jos6 Mondzain writes, In the same way that God chose a manner of showing himself in order to make himself better understood, his
servants, in imitation of him, will make instrumental, specifically focused
choices of word and images in demonstrating the foundations and legitimacy of the cause they are defending." Marie-Jose Mondzain, Image,
Icon, Economy: The Byzantine Origins of the Contemporary Imaginary
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2005), 12. On the translation of
oifconomia into dispositio, see Giorgio Agamben, What Is an Apparatus?
And Other Essays (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2009), 8-n.
Agamben also reminds that the French word dispositif—as well as the
English dispositive and the Italian di'sposi'riuo—come from dispositio,
27 For the opposition between the fulfillment of a vocation and the accumulation of resources in order to respond to a new need, see Martin Heidegger,
"The Question Concerning Technology," in The Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays (New York: Garland Publishing, 1977), 3-35.
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V. Evolution, Adaptation, Collapse
The interplay among communicative technologies, human practices,
and physical milieu allows us to grasp not only the configuration of a
mediascape, but also its evolution. Indeed, if we consider mutual determinations within an assemblage as a set of feedback that continually affects
the elements of the whole, we inevitably highlight a mediascape's inner
dynamics. Ongoing feedback forces a mediascape to continually adjust
itself. The adjustment tends to be conservative, as the outputs fed back
into the system are mostly aimed at preserving the overall configuration.
There is room for innovation, however. When a feedback signals a possible
modification that endangers the system, the system can adapt itself to
the new conditions. The choice between preservation and adaptation also
emerges when feedback originates not from within the system but from
outside—from other environments with which the mediascape comes in
contact. This results in either an isolation of the mediascape, or a new
step toward harmony with the greater ecosystem.
The picture I have briefly mentioned recalls the process of niche construction, in which an organism creates its own environment through a complex
circuit of feedback. Indeed, mediascapes are in many respects specialized
niches whose components survive and evolve by reacting to and adjusting
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the environmental conditions. And yet a mediascape implies something
more than a set of responses based on actual outputs. To mediate, an
organism also must take into account unexpected solutions, and do so
in anticipation of the situation. The presence of hypotheses, projections,
and suppositions would enable the organism to face and counter whatever
event may occur and to take whatever direction is available.
Such actions demand not only feedbacks, but also imagination— intended |
in a Kantian sense as the faculty that lies between perception and intellect.

If feedback highlights the capacity of an entity—both in its single components and as a whole—to react to what happens, imagination underlines
its capacity to deal with what may happen. It recalls not only the actual,
but also the possible. IVIediascapes imagine—I am not saying that the
humans in a mediascape imagine, but the mediascape itself does so.

Indeed, a configuration logically includes possibilities that have been
excluded, but that nevertheless are present, even though in reserve; for a
mediascape, to imagine means that these possibilities are recalled. Such

an evocation is not necessarily instrumental: possibilities highlight paths
that an entity is able to take, not only resources that an entity must exploit.
Hence, a dimension that we must take in account: the development of a
mediascape through a preemptive exploration of its possibilities, in order

not simply to fit its task, but also to make itself available to a different
destiny. Mediascapes conceived by architects or urbanists in the form
of visionary cities or futuristic buildings, or, especially today, conceived
by artists in the form of installations, generally activate this dimension,
either as something aimed at the critique of the present or as something
aimed at instantiating a Utopia.
Yet the evolution of a mediascape implies not only a progressive adaptation or a creative expansion in scope and range, but also the risk of
failure. Every environment hosts points of resistance, malfunction, and
counterproposals. Mediascapes can slow down their action, reverse their
mode of working, and ultimately disconnect their components. If an
adjustment becomes either impossible or useless, a commumcative catastrophe intervenes. The collapse ofamediascape is not necessarily a loss:
it is the critical moment that can also initiate forms ofreconstitution.
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Urban spaces today are a good example of coexistence of these three
tendencies. First, an increasingly elaborate system of feedbacks is provided
by surveillance cameras, detectors, police monitors, and so on, mostly
aimed at the preservation of the whole, or at modest adjustments . Second,
they contain creative districts, or small business areas, or visionary
complexes, generally supported by an intense presence of personal and

social media, able both to connect users with different worlds (including
virtual ones) and to reinvent a sense of communality. They represent well
spaces of imagination. Third, within urban spaces there arise no-man'slands, a consequence of the collapse of social routes and the evacuation
ofwell-establishedfunctions. These discarded districts, lacking in media,
host forgotten citizens, but that can also be the cradle of Utopian ideas
of a city.
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VI. Hybrid Profiles
Traditional mediascapes were relatively stable, largely specialized, and

easily identifiable. Changes were possible, but generally they happened
over long periods. More frequently, a mediascape gave rise to a set of
variants, each one invested in a more circumscribed function. Take the
movie theater: whatever size or location, whichever film was screened,
the theater was a space with recurring characters. At the same time, there
were a certain number of subtypes that fulfilled specific needs—from the
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film palace to the drive-in, the open-air projection to the home theater.

Today, mediascapes are less established in both their prototypes and their
variants, and they are less unidimensional, as they are often conjured from
semiautonomous components. A movie theater can take multiple and
even divergent instantiations—as a public space or as an installation in a
gallery, as a permanent site of exhibition or as a temporary venue—and
it can be supported by unspecific tools, like computers or LED screens,
in different circumstances. Mediascapes increasingly respond to contingency and become conjunctures.
This indetermination of current mediascapes reflects tensions along three
axes that, instead of defining clear alternatives, tend to overlap.
i. The site and the flow. the components of a mediascape are often in
movement. This means that they belong to more than one location. A
mediascape has to intercept these elements, keep them for a while, and
then lose them—sometimes rotating or substituting them. Hence a provisional or a shifting existence of a mediascape.

ii. The global and the local: it is increasingly difficult to define what a
locality is; its borders are more and more porous, unstable, and open.

Hence the difficulty in identifying a mediascape with a specific territory.
From the existential bubble in which I am included to a geographical
entity such as a city or a region, its extension can span the dimensions
of the globe.

iii. The actual and the virtual: we live in a regime of possibilities that are
coexisting, rather than mutually exclusive. Traditionally, the possible

was what could happen if something else did not happen instead. Today
28 "In an age of media ubiquity... a distinction between physical and virtual
space does not provide a stable principle of orientation." Nanna Verhoeff,
Mobile Screens: The Visual Regime of Navigation (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2012), 20.
29 On "mixed reality" see Joshua A.T. Fairfield, "Mked Reality: How the
Laws of Virtual Worlds Govern Everyday Life," Berkeley Technology Law
Journal 27, no. 1 (Spring 2012); 55-ll6; on the melting of effectual and
possible, see the idea of Image crystal in Gflles Deleuze, Cinema 2: The
Time-Image (Minneapolis; University of Minnesota Press, 1989).
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the possible is identified with a set of events that, notwithstanding their
incompatibility, happen at the same time and together. Instead of a mutual
exclusion of actual and virtual, we have the coexistence of virtual and
actual, of what is and what could be.28 Augmented reality (the recent
fascination with Pokemon GO being an example), with its set of information overlapping the image of an actual landscape, was the first step
in this merging of the two dimensions. Virtual reality, with a user
placed in physical space and experiencing a possible environment, was
the second step. AIbced reality, with its merging of real and virtual worlds
in a unique environment, can be the third step.29
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VII. Relocations

Current mediascapes are characterized not only by blurred configurations, but also by ambivalent transformations. Traditional media tend to
migrate into new environments. The resettlement of film or television in
home theaters, public spaces, or individual tablets is a good example of
this movement. In doing so, media do not dissolve: they reiterate some of
their characters and at the same time they adapt them to a new context.
Media rarely die; more often, they relocate.30
Relocation implies multiple paths. One is the almost meticulous reconstitution, elsewhere, of a previous territory. This is the logic of the traditional
colonies—I will call it the "New England effect." It is characterized by a
sort of aesthetics of obsolescence, in which the old is kept alive in a new
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context. Its opposite is a migration that ends with the creation of a new
nation—I will call it the "war of independence." In relocating, media create
a new type of situation that changes the configuration of a preexisting
mediascape. M.ore often, relocation triggers a hybrid situation, in which
old and new coexist, or in which the persistence of the old is the ground
upon which the new can more easily grow.
These dynamics recall the movement ofdeterritorialization and reterrito-

riazation explored by Deleuze and Guattari in what they call a rhizomatic
space.31 What previously was a compact entity is deassembled and then
reassembled in an expanded territory. Once again, cinema is exemplary:
its previous apparatus (the projector-film strip-theater-screen system)
falls apart. Some elements, such as the film strip, are no longer in use;
other elements become key components of other dispositives, changing
their mode of working, such as the screen becoming luminescent instead
of reflective, and in exchange, new devices can be integrated into the
assemblage—for example, computers.

Such a movement implies the end of the traditional idea of specificity,
based on the technical components of a medium: in relocating, a medium

is no longer the machine it used to be. And yet, while the specificity is
lost, the medium is not. In relocating it can perform, by other means,
the same type of experience that traditionally is associated with it. The
persistence of a medium is precisely the persistence of its experience.
Cinema no longer relies on its traditional apparatus, but the idea of
cinema survives even when we watch a movie at home.

30 I have tried to illustrate the process of relocation of cinema—and to distinguish between remediation and relocation—in The Lumiere Galaxy,
31 Gilles Deleuze and FeUx Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and
Schizophrenia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987).
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VIII. Screenscapes
Among the mediascapes, the ones based on the presence of screens are
of particular interest, as most media today incorporate some form of
screen or display, and because screens provide a wide and sometimes
conflicting variety of environments. Indeed, it may be in the essential
character of the screen to play a privileged role in the environmental
conditions of media.
A first group of screenscapes implies the presence of a support for representation. Movie theaters, television sets at home, and public displays
are instances of this type ofscreenscape: screen and audience are separated, yet the representation provides a space of immersion. A second
group is based on touching more than viewing: the user enjoys a physical
proximity with the screen, which in turn works as an ideal worktable.
Video games are the typical media that innervate these spaces of privacy
and performance. The mobility of the screen is the main character of a
third group of screenscapes: if the screen-device is handheld, a personal
bubble that the user creates around him or her represents a shelter or
refuge, wherever the user may be. Traditional media based on screens,
in their relocation, can migrate from one to another of these environments: film typically can migrate to the home theater, keeping most of
the characteristics of its previous space, but can also migrate to a tablet,
eliciting a more individual and intimate form of experience. Film can
also be conceived for a touchscreen, but in this case it bears assimilation
within the category of video games.

We can even extend our idea of the screen. Retracing its original meanings,
we can think of the screen as a shelter, filter, or tool for camouflage instead
of a simple support for representation, whether visible or touchable or
mobile. Augmented reality, in which the physical reality passes through
the scaffold of a system of information, is exemplary of screenscapes
based on filtering. Surfaces intended to hide something—for example,
facades of buildings under construction or restoration—are exemplary
of screenscapes based on camouflage. Waiting rooms in train and bus
stations, with their monitors bringing information and images ofsurveillance, are in some respect like shelters. And so on.

IX. Mediascaping
Much as a landscape invites a concept of landscaping, today a mediascape
demands a concept ofmediascapmg. Mediascapes should not be considered as an enduring reality, but a continuing process of Grafting space
by media and as media—they inscribe themselves in a "becoming" more
than in a "being." In this framework, what matters are the conditions that
make possible the emergence of a locality and an environment.

The notion ofmediascaping addresses the inevitable difficulty of sketching
a typology of discrete and stable mediascapes. Mediascapes are active
things that graft themselves on previous territories and in doing so,
reshape both those territories and themselves. Mediascapes aremutants.
We find them at work in urban space, domestic space, private space,
virtual space, and what we might call infraspace (spaces that interconnect
other spaces: for example, the ones we pass through while traveling).
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They redefine the previously understood geography. For example, a space
of intimacy, as our bedroom is expected to be, loses part of this characteristic when we bring a laptop with us and work as if we were in our
office—but it keeps the sense of intimacy when we use the same laptop
for a chat with a close friend. The bedroom changes status and cedes a
place to a mediascape that in turn oscillates between these two states.
The emphasis on the becoming-mediascape recognizes a change in the way
we think of a space: if a territory devoted to mediation helps to localize
it, the mediation performed in this territory upends the usual concepts
of border, distance, size, trajectory, and so on. Mediascaping geography
goes beyond any geography. If it is useful to consider the great geopolitical
questions that mediascapes raise—for example, their connections with
centers where power, control, and decisions are concentrated, or their
uneven location or relocation in different geographical areas—it is even
more useful to understand such problems not as inert facts to be solved
and defined, but processes to be tracked and followed.
Finally, the concept ofmediascaping captures current negotiations that
underpin the spaces in which we live. As it is, our ecosystem is a melange
of natural milieus, environments for specialized purposes, and spaces
for mediation. We live among landscapes, taskscapes, and mediascapes.
These -scapes coexist side by side, often with porous borders, but they
also compete to expand their presence. The becoming-mediascape casts

a light on this open fight. The increasing impact of human activities
on earth's ecosystem—with the advent of the so-called Anthropocene
epoch—requires this conflict to be acknowledged against the background
of the increasingly technological presence of ecologies.
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X. From Media Archeology to Media Ecology
The notion of mediascaping brings us to the problem of a media ecology.
The concept of a "media ecology" was first proposed by Neil Postaian in the
early 1970s, in reference to IMcLuhan and Harold Innis.32 It underlined
the emergence of a new cultural space, characterized by a dense presence
of media that elicited strong effects on our collective mentality. Now it is
time to reassess—and even to overturn—this approach. We have to take
the sense of space as a physical and cultural entity more seriously, and
we have to retrace the interplay of a place, the media, and the practices
that interconnect them. In other words, we should no longer ask what a
territory is, what media are, or how the former is affected by the latter,
but rather we must detect how media are intimately a spatial reality and
vice versa.

A media ecology complements and rivals the burgeoning media archeologies. Media archeology is interested in retracing the long history of a
device: it identifies borrowings and debts, ancestors and lost relatives,
a possible lineage and the creation of new families. 3 3 Media ecology, on
the other hand, focuses on media as components of an environment or
as environments as such. M:edia are not defined on the basis of identities that are stable regardless of the space they occupy; on the contrary,

media are identified by the positions they occupy in a space, and by the
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articulation or re-articulation they produce within a space. Here, what is
at stake is a different becoming-media, no longer depending on technological exchanges, but on the different forms and assets of an environment.
]\lediascapes let space regain its relevance in the face of time.

32 Neil Postman, "The Reformed English Curriculum," in A.C. Eurich, ed.,
High School 1980: The Shape of the Future inAmerican Secondary Educarion (New York: Pitman, 1970), l6o-68.
33 ErMd Huhtamo and Jussi PariKka, eds., Media Archaeology (Berkeley;
University of California Press, 2011); Frangois Albera and Maria Tortajada,
CinemaBeyondFilm: MediaEpistemology in theModernEra (Amsterdam;
Amsterdam University Press, 2010); Thomas Elsaesser, Film History as
Media Archaeology (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2016).
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